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Foreword by
Professor Rachel Lofthouse
No profession wants to lose its newest recruits before they have developed the confidence, wisdom and expertise to feel comfortable meeting the dynamic challenges
of their workplace and are ready to lead and mentor colleagues and those still training. If the school sector is to sustain a diverse and expert workforce, education
leaders and policy makers need to be aware of the knock-on effects that follow the
loss of teachers early in their career. We cannot populate critical leadership roles with
the very best teachers if those same teachers are now in management positions in
retail or publishing, are working as freelance tutors, or have concluded that they cannot maintain positive personal and family lives while slogging up the career ladder.
Depending on which year you pick up this book, you will be able to look up the
current teacher retention statistics. Perhaps one impact of the coronavirus pandemic
will be more teachers holding on to their jobs for longer as the economy takes a hit.
However, there has been a trend – and not only in the UK – for teacher retention in
the first five years to be a problem. Some people argue that this is no different than
in other employment sectors. They suggest that in the future most people will be
serial job-swappers, building up a portfolio career over long working lives, and that
as such we should worry less about retention and focus instead on ensuring there are
always new trainees in the pipeline. But this overlooks the value of schools as multigenerational communities; the role of teaching ‘elders’ in passing on the tacit
knowledge that underpins the profession; and the wisdom that is needed to enable
complex, nuanced decision-making to benefit staff, learners, families and the wider
communities which are intricately bound to our schools. All of these are compromised
if teachers leave before they reach their full potential.
I have a personal bias which has threaded through my professional and academic life.
I enjoyed learning to teach and I enjoyed working collaboratively with a range of
expert colleagues during my PGCE and first few years in post. Not one of them was
the perfect teacher, and they would be the first to admit it, and not one of them
expected me to be, either. They were all advocates for the subject (in my case, geography), they actively engaged in subject communities and cared passionately that
students gained a sense of purpose and achievement from learning geography. They
were good people to be around and they each had a sense of humour and of perspective. They were my allies in the staffroom. They had my back and they pushed
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me forward. They appreciated the knowledge I had gained from my recent degree
and they encouraged my creative thinking to support the success of the department.
They trusted me to make decisions and were generous with their advice when
sought. I made it through my first four years and then on to a second school as a head
of department where I gained the opportunity to become a mentor. I was not a perfect mentor, but mentoring over the ensuing five years created a fertile space through
which my own professional identity really evolved. As a teacher educator and
researcher, understanding and developing mentoring and coaching has been a constant endeavour.
New teachers benefit from being offered the space to grow, reflect, continue to
observe others and work collaboratively with colleagues. Mentoring is at its most
powerful when it is built on positive personal relationships between novice teachers
and those with more experience. Expert colleagues become good mentors (formally
or informally) when they allow new teachers to test out their emerging identity and
build their confidence through affirming their professional development and growth.
Good mentors ensure new teachers recognise that they should never feel isolated
and to be assured that help can always be found in the profession. Learning to teach
and staying in teaching is necessarily a social process, and we need to look for ways
to foreground this dimension in our work with new teachers.
So far, so good. Mentors matter and many teachers enjoy mentoring. However, not
all mentoring creates a positive professional learning environment. We typically conflate being a good teacher with being a good mentor, and while they are not mutually
exclusive, they are also not inevitable. Being an expert colleague who mentors early
career teachers means being aware of how novices learn in and from complex workplaces. It also requires the creation of reflective and productive spaces in which
current practical and urgent tasks and dilemmas can be grounded in a robust professional knowledge base and where beliefs and values can be shared and shaped.
Will the introduction of the Early Career Framework be the moment when mentoring
lives up to its potential to transform the profession? My response is that we need to
guard against this opportunity being missed. This requires that mentoring is not just
a sticking plaster or another tick-box activity. Mentoring needs to be situated in a
professional educational landscape in which new teachers and mentors challenge
professional working practices that are restrictive, too often performative and sometimes even punitive (not to mention fractured, unforgivably busy and underfunded).
How do we do our best as expert colleagues to ensure that the early career years of
those joining our profession are happy and rich in opportunities for professional
development? We need to make sure that we do not dilute mentoring by assuming
that anyone with adequate teaching experience can step into the role untrained or
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unsupported. We must not treat mentoring as the Cinderella role, done diligently on
the sidelines of our core purpose as teachers and leaders, with few resources and
little advocacy of its significance by those in more powerful positions. We must
ensure that as professionals we treat professional learning seriously – we assume it is
complex and know it is vital. If we get this right, enhanced mentoring could be the
remaking of the profession.
Professor Rachel Lofthouse
Professor of Teacher Education and Director of CollectivED
Carnegie School of Education, Leeds Beckett University
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Foreword by Reuben Moore
It is a real privilege to be able to write a foreword to such a valuable book for the
sector. Supporting new teachers to have a strong start is critical to the profession
itself and to the young people we serve. If colleagues do not have it, they are more
likely to leave, they may struggle for longer than is necessary, they may burn out, or,
at the very least, they may not pass on the best of their professional training and
development to their pupils. Strong starts are critical.
Teaching is a complex business. Many try to simplify it and this can be useful up to a
point. However, there is an issue of ‘altitude’ in the simplification. For example, we
could simplify each move by a teacher in their interaction with pupils or materials, or
even with concrete or defined actions. This will create a simple statement for each
move but the ‘list’ could fill many books. If we choose a different altitude to keep it
simple, we risk listing a few platitudes which are of limited use to new teachers planning lessons on a weekend. As a member of the advisory group that supported the
development of the Early Career Framework, this was one of the challenges we had
to wrestle with, along with a few others.
I recall that when I was a new teacher myself, I watched really experienced teachers
who made it look simple. In fact, it sometimes looked like magic. By some magnificent sleight of hand, the teacher explained complex concepts that the pupils not only
understood but could also manipulate and apply to new situations. Yet, in my early
attempts in the classroom, this never seemed to work for me. Some of the differences
lay in the time they had spent in honing that explanation over the years, the number
of pupils they had taught, the expertise gained and the experience reflected upon.
All of this mattered. Those expert teachers had thought deeply about their work,
engaged with the research, and gained feedback from peers and other experts. They
understood through their pupils’ assessments what had been understood and what
had not, and who was ready to move on and who was not. Therefore, being a good
teacher takes time. If new colleagues starting out have to bear so many challenges
until they have gained this knowledge, what happens if some give up before that day
arrives? We know that many do withdraw before that day. Anyone’s resilience would
be severely tested if you felt that you were not getting better.
The Early Career Framework is an attempt to prevent this, to provide a precise
research informed structure that gives a strong starting point for colleagues in their
early years in the profession. It provides insights that encourage new teachers by
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making the chance of success in the early years of teaching more likely. Let us be
clear, though: no one document or, indeed, book or piece of research can provide
everything the new teacher needs in order to thrive quickly and become expert.
However, we have to start somewhere; if we do not, then we are at risk of hindering
a generation of colleagues in their support of our young people. The introduction to
the Early Career Framework describes a minimum entitlement and this cannot be
understated. The framework is not the entirety of what new teachers should learn.
Expert educators in our schools and universities bolster this minimum entitlement
significantly, but it is a concrete and defined starting point. The other thing to say is
that some will read it and find little that is new – again, that is no mistake. We have
some great places, people and opportunities for those early in their career to
develop. However, the challenge is that access to these places, people or opportunities is not universal. Everyone deserves access to these development opportunities,
not just those in the right places.
The Early Career Framework provides a guide, an entry point and an entitlement to
colleagues in their early years in the profession so they can develop more quickly
towards expertise than they would have done alone. Teaching is a team sport and
therefore new colleagues should have the support of mentors and others in school
and beyond to help; the Early Career Framework can make this support more precise
and therefore more likely to be adopted into the new teachers’ everyday work.
This book is such a valuable asset to any new teacher or their mentor, and Haili
Hughes is a great guide to the framework. She has years of experience in schools
both being supported by those who are more expert and also in leading the development of others. She also has an excellent insight into research through her own
further study in her several master’s degrees and current doctorate study. Haili guides
us through the framework methodically, focusing on underpinning research while also
gaining insight from new teachers about challenges and issues. She provides practical and evidence informed advice to sidestep those pitfalls identified in the findings.
It is a really effective structure, as it is both practical and holistic. Haili brings her
insights from numerous schools and settings, as well as what must be hundreds of
interviews, to bear on this topic. It is done authentically, acknowledging the challenges of the role of a new teacher. The book succeeds in not making the reader feel
like a failure, while at the same time demonstrating an ambitious bar for mentors to
strive towards, which will in turn help our young people to achieve through great
teaching by all colleagues.
Reuben Moore
Executive Director, Teach First
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Introduction
Speak to anybody who has left the profession after a few years and, more often than
not, they will cite a lack of support as one of the reasons they felt unable to continue
as a teacher. Mentoring matters – and a well-designed mentoring programme facilitated by a knowledgeable, enthusiastic mentor makes a massive difference to an
early career teacher’s feelings of success (Holloway, 2001). This is why the Early Career
Framework (ECF) is one of the most exciting developments in education for many
years as it promises a quality of support and provision for all early career teachers,
which will no doubt help to reverse some of the worrying figures that see one in five
teachers leave schools within two years (Weale, 2019). The ECF has improved the
support package for new teachers by extending their funded training entitlement to
a structured two-year package of high quality professional development.
As part of the government’s drive to recruit and retain teachers, the framework aims
to increase the resources and improve the opportunities that are open to early career
teachers by providing a comprehensive entitlement to what new teachers will need
to learn about and how to learn about it during those first crucial years. It contains
sections on behaviour management, pedagogy, curriculum, assessment and professional behaviours, and is underpinned by academic research. In addition to the
training materials and opportunities, new teachers will also be entitled to 5% of their
time away from their classrooms to focus on their professional development, for
which schools will receive funding. But perhaps most significant is the allocation of a
dedicated mentor to advise, support and guide the new teacher, who will also receive
training and professional development in order to help them fulfil their role successfully. There are several ways into the profession, whether that is through the traditional
PGCE university route or through the school-centred initial teacher training provided
by providers such as Teach First. This is why there are two forewords to this book,
from Rachel and Reuben, who represent both routes and can vouch for the vital work
contained within it.
I was lucky enough to be invited to one of the Department for Education’s round
tables when the policy was being refined and formulated, and I was inspired by the
hard work, research and dedication which had gone into its creation. What became
clear during this experience was how important mentors would be in supporting new
teachers and that, more so than ever before, school leaders would need to acknowledge this and give them the necessary time to dedicate themselves fully to the role.
The framework is clear and thorough and should complement the Teachers’
1
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Standards (Department for Education, 2011) that the newly qualified teacher (NQT)
has to evidence; they are not an extra job as they align so closely and support early
career teachers in finding ways of meeting them. The framework, and the rationale
for its formulation, can be found here: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/
early-career-framework.
Mentoring can be defined in many different ways: Merriam-Webster’s Ninth New
Collegiate Dictionary (1983) defines it as someone who is a wise and trusted teacher
or counsellor, whereas Mentor Scout describe a mentor as someone who is willing to
use their time and expertise to develop and guide another person who may be less
experienced than them.1 Mentors need to have certain qualities that can help their
mentees to develop and flourish. Kerry and Mayes (1995) define some of these as the
ability to nurture, to be a role model, to encourage and counsel, to focus on the
mentee’s professional development and to sustain a caring relationship over time.
This is where the ECF comes into its own, as these essential qualities of a successful
mentor are made explicit in the very nature of the recommendations of what new
teachers should learn.
What is great about the standards in the ECF is that the ‘Learn that’ and ‘Learn how
to’ criteria are all based on evidence informed research. Presently, it seems like there
is a cultural and philosophical gulf between teachers and educational researchers,
but this needn’t be the case. It is important that teachers explore what research has
to offer them, and the framework gives specific links for books and articles they can
access to get them started. Of course, education is a polarising subject, filled with
differing opinions on what constitutes ‘good’ teaching. This book is not an agreement or testament to these strategies and claims, and nor does it seek to diminish or
decry the opinions of those who don’t agree with them, but it is a clear and accessible
guide on how mentors can use the research contained in the framework practically to
help their mentee to develop and to meet the standards. What is more, it places
mentors as the agent of change in their schools, as they are the ‘expert colleagues’
from whom new teachers can learn. With this power comes great responsibility, so I
have used principles from the instructional coaching model to guide mentors in how
best to support their mentees.
Instructional coaching has been in the spotlight recently, as it has shown promising
results in schools, with a recent meta-analysis by Kraft et al. (2018) revealed positive
effects of coaching on instructional practice. Furthermore, Gregory et al.’s (2016)
qualitative evaluations revealed that it can help teachers to connect faraway,
standards-based policy with their day-to-day teaching strategies. Instructional
coaching suits the ECF perfectly as it is based around the idea of a teacher working
1 See https://www.mentorscout.com/mentor.cfm.
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with another trained expert to help them learn, adopt new teaching practices and
provide feedback, while combining teaching and content expertise. There is no
standard coaching model for this approach, but Jim Knight’s (2016) was particularly
useful when writing the practical guidance in each chapter. The summing up section
at the end of each chapter is also influenced by his ideas about teachers needing to
collaborate with their mentors and learn from their expertise. It follows the principle
that coaching is a cycle, with student engagement and learning at the centre of it.
There needs to be time for planning and observations, as well as time to enact
change and reflect at the end of it. In addition, success factors need to be specific,
which is why this model works so well with the statements in each standard.
Instructional coaches must also be knowledgeable and bring what Knight (2016)
refers to as a research-based ‘instructional playbook’, so they can be the expert
colleagues that this book refers to them as, who bring the best practice pedagogy
into their schools and pass their expertise onto their mentees.

About the focus groups –
what makes a good mentor?
To write this book, I conducted several different types of qualitative research as I was
keen to see where mentoring may have previously gone wrong or to highlight where
there had been successes from which new mentors could learn. Just over a hundred
NQTs were interviewed in a mixture of telephone, online and in-person discussions
on their experiences of being mentored and how their needs had been met in relation to the competencies detailed in each standard. Their answers were illuminating
and really helped to guide the practical advice for mentors in each section. One of
the questions asked was about what makes a successful mentor, and some of the
results have been published here as a basis for mentors to work from in defining their
role and also as a glorious celebration of what a rewarding job it can be.
First and foremost a mentor has to be approachable. If a mentor isn’t approachable
then, as an NQT in a new school and new role, I would not have the confidence to
do basic things such as ask questions to expand my knowledge but also take risks.
There have been times this year where I went to my mentor and said, ‘I have an idea
– it is either going to be brilliant or completely flop, but I’m going to give it a try.’
The only reason I felt I could do this on an observation was because I knew if it went
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badly then my mentor and I had a good enough professional relationship to address
it in such a way that I can learn.
Having a ‘good’ mentor can make or break your teaching career. A good mentor is
impartial, tries to limit subjectivity when analysing lessons and sets the expectations
or targets prior to the lesson. For example, my NQT mentor and I used Rosenshine’s
principles (2012) to guide our lesson observations, and feedback sessions were
delivered in a coaching style. This opened up the conversation to positive and constructive discussion, which I think a lot of trainees would benefit from.
[A good mentor] has an attitude that everyone can improve their teaching – even
them.
I’ve found that more experienced teachers make excellent mentors. Teachers with
experience know the exam boards inside out, they’ve taught the texts numerous
times and have more of an insight into what works and what doesn’t work. That’s
not to say that a young mentor wouldn’t be as successful, but I feel that they just
don’t have the same knowledge/experience of pedagogy. It needs to be someone
who is genuinely passionate about teaching (the last thing an NQT needs is someone who has lost all passion and enthusiasm for teaching and who radiates
negativity).
A mentor should not ask you to do something they wouldn’t be prepared to do
themselves. Equally, they should prompt you with questions that make you think,
rather than just give you the answers.
Someone with time – everyone is busy, but if the mentor has dedicated and demarcated time to mentor, then as the mentee this helps you not to feel guilty for using
up more of their precious time.
I believe that a good mentor will not just have the subject-specific knowledge and
experience in the classroom to help with those more tricky/challenging scenarios,
but they also have to be an approachable person. If your mentor isn’t approachable
and compassionate, then how will you be able to build a confident foundation in
seeking advice and constructive criticism? Even being able to come and vent at the
end of a stressful day, or getting them to come and observe to give advice, this is
something that stems from that initial relationship.
A good mentor remembers how overwhelming it can be to enter the world of teaching and helps the new teacher to navigate their own way through with success. A

4
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good mentor needs to recognise where the new teacher is at the beginning and
throughout, all the time asking: what skills do they have that they can make good
use of to build up their confidence? What situations/settings/interactions do they
need to experience more of in order to better understand how a good teacher
could respond? Anecdotally, from my fellow trainees, I think very often where the
mentor–trainee relationship falls down is when the mentor is too aggressive or prescriptive in trying to mould the new teacher into exactly their vision of a good
teacher, a mimic of themselves, taking the agency away from the new teacher.
This sounds cheesy but a good mentor acts like your mini cheerleader! This doesn’t
mean that they unequivocally praise you, but they give you that little boost to build
your confidence.

If you have never been a mentor before, becoming one can seem quite a daunting
task: it is a great responsibility and can take up a large amount of time and energy
when done correctly. You may meet with your mentee formally once a week, but you
will need to be available at all times to offer support and guidance or to answer any
questions the NQT may have. There are also times when you will need to offer a
supportive listening ear or help in formulating action plans to develop them professionally. That is why this book uses the phrase ‘expert colleague’, which is taken from
the framework itself. A mentor needs to have the experience to draw on to be able
to advise a new teacher, and they need to be an expert in their field so that they can
model best practice and impart their wisdom to those who are new to the profession.
Expert colleagues also embody the resilience that new teachers need if they wish to
remain in education because they have weathered many storms and possess the
tenacity required to enjoy a long career as a teacher. This is why it is so important that
mentors are experienced teachers who have much to offer those entering the world
of education.
Even if you have been a mentor previously, the new ECF offers something wholly
different from what has guided the practice of mentors previously, which is why there
is a need for this book. Each chapter is based on a standard from the framework and
begins by exploring the research which underpins the guidance – a sort of detailed
literature review which is thorough but accessible. The chapters then give a summary
of findings from the focus groups which link to the standard discussed, complete with
quotations from participants which can help to guide mentors in what they should
and should not do. This leads on to a section which draws on both the research and
focus group findings together to give practical advice and guidance for activities,
reading and strategies that mentors can try with their early career teacher.

5
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The advice and guidance in this book does not focus simply on developing new
teachers; it also develops experienced teachers through their role as a mentor,
encouraging them to become reflective practitioners and improve their own practice.
With this in mind, each chapter ends with a summary model. This not only adopts
some of the principles of instructional coaching, such as creating an action plan, having the chance to put learning into practice and an opportunity for evaluation and
next steps; it also includes a section on collaboration, which stresses the importance
of mentors working together with NQTs to model best practice and develop their
own knowledge and pedagogy.
This book does not claim to be a panacea for the problem of how best to mentor, but
it does offer busy teachers a practical interpretation of the ECF in order to support
new teachers and guide and inspire them in this vital role.

6
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Chapter 1

Set high expectations
High Expectations (Standard 1 – Set high expectations)
Learn that …

Learn how to …

1.

Teachers have the ability to affect
and improve the wellbeing, motivation and behaviour of their pupils.

2.

Teachers are key role models who
can influence the attitudes, values
and behaviours of their pupils.

3.

Teacher expectations can affect
pupil outcomes; setting goals that
challenge and stretch pupils is
essential.

4.

Setting clear expectations can
help to communicate shared
values that improve classroom and
school culture.

5.

A culture of mutual trust and
respect supports effective
relationships.

Communicate a belief in the
academic potential of all pupils, by:
• Using intentional and consistent
language that promotes challenge
and aspiration.
• Setting tasks that stretch pupils, but
which are achievable, within a
challenging curriculum.
• Creating a positive environment
where making mistakes and learning
from them and the need for effort
and perseverance are part of the
daily routine.
• Seeking opportunities to engage
parents and carers in the education
of their children (e.g. proactively
highlighting successes).

6.

High quality teaching has a
long-term positive effect on
pupils’ life chances, particularly for
children from disadvantaged
backgrounds.

7
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High Expectations (Standard 1 – Set high expectations)
Learn that …

Learn how to …

7.

Demonstrate consistently high
behavioural expectations, by:
• Creating a culture of respect and
trust in the classroom that supports
all pupils to succeed (e.g. by
modelling the types of courteous
behaviour expected of pupils).
• Teaching and rigorously maintaining
clear behavioural expectations (e.g.
for contributions, volume level and
concentration).
• Applying rules, sanctions and
rewards in line with school policy,
escalating behaviour incidents as
appropriate.
• Acknowledging and praising pupil
effort and emphasising progress
being made.

High quality teaching has a
long-term positive effect on
pupils’ life chances, particularly for
children from disadvantaged
backgrounds.

Notes
Learn that … statements are informed by the best available educational research.
Learn how to … statements are drawn from the wider evidence base including
both academic research and additional guidance from expert practitioners.

8
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Why is this standard important?
What does the research say?
The research area of teacher perceptions and the effect they could have on pupils is
an important area to study as it could have far-reaching effects on individuals and
have a substantial impact on pupils’ future lives. (Hamilton, 2006: 208)

Teachers’ expectations about their students and the potential of what they can
achieve – or, indeed, the way they are capable of behaving – can have a substantial
impact on their learning, progress and emotional wellbeing. Often, teacher expectations are formed from our own constructs of belief, which can be difficult to quantify
as they are sometimes implied and rarely made explicit. They are made up of teachers’ cultural, biographical and professional identities, which all inform their perceptions
of their students’ abilities (Rushton, 2011). These perceptions can have far-reaching
consequences in the classroom, as they can impact on teaching and learning decisions (McNair, 1979; Pajares, 1992; Bullough and Baughman, 1997). This could
suggest that some teachers may not teach more challenging concepts to those they
perceive to be less able or may have lower expectations for their behaviour.
Previous research has also revealed that these perceptions are constructed in a casual
way, with decisions being made about students’ potential with little real guidance or
evidence (Hoge and Cudmore, 1986). These concepts of who is intelligent and who
isn’t exist powerfully in teacher perceptions and are evident in their actions. They can
be seen as a ‘folk pedagogy’ (Torff, 1999: 196) and can create a cascade effect, which
can have substantial effects not only in the classroom but can also impact on further
education choices and career choices in later life (Sternberg, 1990). For instance, I
have vivid memories of my careers advisor at school laughing at me when I told him
about my ambitions to go to university and work as a national newspaper journalist.
He clearly didn’t think that my working class, council estate background could stretch
that far.
But it isn’t as simple as just class or socio-economic status. The stereotypes that form
teacher perceptions can come from a range of different experiences, including student characteristics and how these are perceived by staff. These preconceptions of
potential can be reinforced by a school’s performance levels and then become
self-fulfilling (Bradbury, 2011). Recent initiatives in schools, such as focusing on students with minority ethnic backgrounds, on low incomes or in receipt of the pupil
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premium, may contribute to teacher perceptions that these students have less potential and are less capable, meaning educators may lower their expectations (Campbell,
2015). In addition to teachers’ personal experiences, stories in the media about particular groups of students may influence teachers’ perceptions of their characteristics,
attributes and abilities. Earp (2010) studied stereotype activation and the way that
teachers may behave as a consequence of this. He concluded that teachers who are
unaware of these intrinsic biases may see them as stemming from their students’
performances rather than from their own stereotypes.
Research has also demonstrated that the kinds of language used in both direct and
indirect exchanges with students in the classroom can have a profound effect on their
motivation and aspiration. Weinstein (2002) identified that some teachers in their
study differentiated in their interactions with high and low expectation students.
These teachers clearly moderated their language when giving instructions to those
they perceived to be high or low ability students. They communicated performance
goals differently and, due to this, some students felt that their teachers had lower
expectations of them than their higher ability peers.
Although this research could make rather grim reading, there is a ray of hope: it is
fundamentally clear that teachers and the expectations they have of their students,
and their potential to achieve, can make a huge difference. Therefore, it is vital that
expectations are always high and that they see the academic potential in all students.
Teacher quality is so important, and quality first teaching is what makes the biggest
difference to pupil outcomes (EEF, 2018d).
Behaviour in the classroom could also be a significant factor when improving teaching quality. Disruptive behaviour is a major factor in why new teachers leave the
profession (McInerney, 2018), and 43% of participants in the Education Support
Partnership’s Teacher Wellbeing Index 2018 said they had suffered from mental
health problems, which they attributed to dealing with constant behaviour problems
at school. Building strategies for instilling positive behaviour for learning is an essential part of training to teach. Obviously, habits and routines which instil positive
behaviour traits enable students to engage in learning, which ensure they can make
good academic progress: instead of spending time tackling constant low level disruption, teachers are freed up to concentrate on providing better teaching. It also
models to students how they can sustain good relationships with both adults and
their peers through behaving in an acceptable way. Establishing these kinds of
behaviour habits will not only help students to learn better in school, but will also give
them smoother transitions into college, employment and adult life, as they will understand how society works.
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With low early career teacher retention rates and the introduction of the Department for
Education’s new Early Career Framework, the role of mentor has never been so important
in helping to keep teachers secure and happy in the classroom.
Haili Hughes, a former senior leader with years of school mentoring experience, was
involved in the consultation phase of the framework’s design – and in this book she
imparts her wisdom on the subject in an accessible way.
Haili offers busy teachers a practical interpretation of how to work with the Early Career
Framework, sharing practical guidance to help them in the vital role of supporting new
teachers. She also shares insights from recent trainee teachers, as well as more established
voices in education, to provide tried-and-tested transferable tips that can be used straight away.

Suitable for school-based mentors in primary or secondary settings, as
well as those working in initial teacher training provision
A superb resource for mentors.
Professor Samantha Twiselton, OBE, Senior Academic and Chair of the
DfE Advisory Group for the ITT Core Content Framework
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Its compelling blend of research, excellent summaries and insights from focus groups will make this a
standard text across the sector.
Mary Myatt, author of Back on Track and curator of The Soak

Mentoring in Schools is the book that so many schools and mentors have been crying out for: a comprehensive, no-nonsense guide to mentoring.
Emma Turner, Research and CPD Lead, Discovery Schools Trust, and founder of #NewEd

Haili Hughes is an experienced teacher and mentor who is
passionate about keeping excellent teachers in the classroom,
where they make the most impact on young people. She is
determined to improve teacher retention rates through the
support of high quality mentors. @HughesHaili
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I highly recommend this book to anyone embarking on that special journey of supporting a teacher
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